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Orbits of Darboux groupoid
for hyperbolic operators of order three
Ekaterina Shemyakova
Abstract. Darboux transformations are viewed as morphisms in a Dar-
boux category. Darboux transformations of type I which we defined
previously, make an important subgroupoid consists of Darboux trans-
formations of type I. We describe the orbits of this subgroupoid for
hyperbolic operators of order three.
We consider the algebras of differential invariants for our opera-
tors. In particular, we show that the Darboux transformations of this
class can be lifted to transformations of differential invariants (which we
calculate explicitly).
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1. Introduction
Darboux transformations are discrete symmetries of linear differential equa-
tions, ordinary or in partial derivatives, and are also the basis of Ba¨cklund
transformations of the non-linear theory. A description of all Darboux trans-
formations for a given equation is an open problem. For the current state of
the art see [Tsa05, Tsa07, Gan12, GN13, Gan14, She14b, MPW14].
The best studied Darboux transformations are those that are obtained
from a number of linearly independent solutions through the Wronskian for-
mulas. In this way one can construct Darboux transformations for equations
of a very general form [LN10]. For practical purposes one would want to have
other types of Darboux transformations too, since 1) the transformations of
Wronskian type are not invertible; 2) the other popular special case of Dar-
boux transformations - two Laplace transformations - is not in this class (in
particular they are invertible).
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Recall that the Laplace transformations are two transformations de-
fined for a very special type of equations, namely, second order hyperbolic
equations in two independent variables. They are related to factorizations of
the corresponding operator. The known Laplace transformation method is
based on the fact that Laplace transformations can be described by transfor-
mations of the corresponding gauge invariants. After a long history [VS93,
Sha95, BS95, Adl93, Ves03, She12, She13a, She14a], the hypothesis that can
be traced back to Darboux was proved [She14b] that the Darboux transfor-
mations of any order for such equations are either of Wronskian type, or can
be decomposed into a product of Laplace transformations.
In [She13b] it was first noted that 1) there are a number of examples
of operators of third order of two independent variables where the “Wron-
skian” method fails; 2) there are a number of examples of operators of third
order of two independent variables which admit invertible Darboux trans-
formations. In this case we cannot pose the question whether these invert-
ible transformations are a product of Laplace transformations or not, since
Laplace transformations only defined for the equation mentioned above.
In [She13a] we suggested an algebraic formalism for Darboux trans-
formations. In [She15] for operators of arbitrary orders and depending in
arbitrary number of independent variables we singled out a class of invert-
ible Darboux transformations – the Darboux transformations of type I. The
inverse of Darboux transformations of type I can be described by compact
formulas on the operators level. Following an analogy with Laplace transfor-
mations, in this paper we describe the orbits of Darboux transformations of
type I in terms of differential invariants.
We consider Darboux transformations of type I for hyperbolic opera-
tors L of order three in two independent variables. We obtain the following
results:
1) If we fix the principal symbol of auxiliary operator M (for example,
σ(M) = px) and consider all possible Darboux transformations of type I
with M = ∂x +m, where m is a parameter, then all of them just transform
L into operators that differ by a gauge transformations. We obtained the ex-
act formulas in terms of differential invariants using the generating set found
in [She06, SW07].
2) We observed that Darboux transformations of type I have their own in-
variants that can be given in terms of gauge invariants of L.
3) We discovered the first example of a family of operators of order three for
which there is an analogue of the Laplace infinite chain, and which we can
solve using our method, while the major Computer Algebra Systems cannot.
4) We obtained a number of examples of orbit with non-trivial topological
structure.
Overall, this work announces the first interesting progress on the orbits
of Darboux groupoid.
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2. Groupoid of Darboux transformations
Our approach is algebraical: we let K to be a differential field of character-
istic zero with commuting derivations ∂x, ∂y, and K[D] = K[Dx, Dy] to be
the corresponding ring of linear partial differential operators over K, where
Dx, Dy correspond to derivations ∂x, ∂y.
Definition 2.1. Consider category Dar(S):
(1) The objects of Dar(S) are operators from K[D] with the same arbitrary
but fixed principal symbol S.
(2) Pair (M,N) is a morphism with source L and target L1 if
NL = L1M up to equivalence (M,N) ∼ (M +AL ,N + L1A) ,
where A ∈ K[D] is arbitrary. Another notation for this morphism indicating
the source and target, is L
(M,N)
−−−−→ L1.
(3) Consecutive morphisms can be composed:
(M,N) · (M1, N1) = (M1M,N1N).
(4) For any object L the identity morphism is 1L = (1, 1).
The morphisms are called Darboux transformations.
In [She13a] it was proved that the composition of morphisms is well
defined. It follows that if a Darboux transformation (M,N) with source L and
target L1 has an inverse (M
′, N ′), then for some A,G ∈ K[D] the following
equalities hold:
M ′M = 1 +AL , (2.1)
MM ′ = 1 +GL1 , (2.2)
N ′N = 1 + LA , (2.3)
NN ′ = 1 + L1G . (2.4)
In [She15] we showed that axillary operators A and G are related:
GN =MA ,
and that two of the four conditions above are redundant: (2.3) and (2.4)
follow from (2.1) and (2.2).
In general case, the automorphisms in this category are not trivial.
3. Darboux transformations of type I
In [She15] we singled out a class of Darboux transformations which can be
completely described on the level of operators: it consists of Darboux trans-
formations (M,N) with source L such that
L = CM + f , f ∈ K .
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Here L,M ∈ K[D]. These transformations are always invertible, and the
explicit formulas for the target L1, N and its inverse (M
′, N ′) are
L1 =M
1/fC + f , N = M1/f , M ′ = −
1
f
C , N ′ = −C
1
f
,
and the axillary operators from (2.1) and (2.2) are A = G = 1/f . We shall
refer to such (M,N) as to Darboux transformations of type I.
This class is large enough. Indeed, Laplace transformations, and every
invertible Darboux transformation of first order (where the order of a Dar-
boux transformation (M,N) is the order of M and N) is of type I.
4. Darboux transformations for gauge differential invariants
For operators of the form
L = ∂x∂y(∂x + ∂y) + aij∂
i
x∂
j
y , (4.1)
where we use multi-index notation, aij ∈ K, i, j = 0, 1, 2 under gauge trans-
formations L→ e−gLeg, g ∈ K \ {0}, a generating set for differential invari-
ants is known [She06, SW07]:
I1 = −2a20 + a11 − 2a02 ,
I2 = ∂x(a20)− ∂y(a02) ,
I3 = a10 + a20(a20 − a11) + ∂y(a20 − a11) ,
I4 = a01 + a02(a02 − a11) + ∂x(a02 − a11) ,
I5 = a00 − a01a20 − a10a02 + a02a20a11+
+(2a02 − a11 + 2a20)∂x(a20) + ∂xy(a20 − a11 + a02) .
Lemma 4.1. Operator of form (4.1) has an invertible Darboux transformation
1. With some M = ∂x +m if and only if I4 + 2I2 = I1x;
2. With some M = ∂y +m if and only if I1y + 2I2 = I3;
3. With some M = ∂x + ∂y +m if and only if I3 − I4 = I2.
Here m ∈ K.
Lemma 4.2. Invertible Darboux transformations for (4.1) with M of the
form M = ∂x + m can be lifted to gauge invariants: (I1, I2, I4, I4, I5) 7→
(J1, J2, J3, J4, J5), where
J1 = I1 − Tx ,
J2 = I2 + Txy ,
J3 = I3 + I2 + Txy ,
J4 = 0 ,
J5 = f − I4y/2 + I3x − I2y + Txxy/2 ,
where f = I5 − I1I2 − I4y/2, T = ln(f). Here f 6= 0 and L = CM + f for
some C ∈ K[D].
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With M of the form M = ∂y +m:
J1 = I1 − Ty ,
J2 = I2 − Txy ,
J3 = 0 ,
J4 = I4 − I2 + Txy ,
J5 = I1I2 − I1Txy − I2Ty − I3x/2 + I2x + I4y + Txyy/2 + TxyTy + f ,
where f = I5 − I3x, T = ln(f). Here f 6= 0 and L = CM + f for some
C ∈ K[D].
With M of the form M = ∂x + ∂y +m:
J1 = I1 + Tx + Ty ,
J2 = I2 ,
J3 = −I4 + 2I3 + I1y + Txy + Tyy ,
J4 = I1x + 2I4 − I3 + Txx + Txy ,
J5 = I4y + I3x + I1xy/2− I1I4 − TxI4 − TyI4 + Txxy/2 + Txyy/2 + f ,
where f = I5 + I1I4 + I1xy/2, T = ln(f). Here f 6= 0 and L = CM + f for
some C ∈ K[D].
Lemma 4.3. The following are invariants of invertible Darboux transforma-
tions:
Ax = I2 + I1y , in case σ(M) = px ,
Ay = I2 − I1y , in case σ(M) = py ,
I2 , in case σ(M) = px + py .
5. New integrable PDE(s) of third order
From conditions above, it follows that if an infinite sequence of Darboux
transformations of type I with σ(M) = px exists, then starting from at least
the second term of the sequence I4 = 0, and therefore, 2I2 = I1x.
For the example, we set I4 = 0, 2I2 = I1x, and I1 = 2x−y, I2 = I3 = 1,
I5 = 0. In particular, L0 = ∂x∂y(∂x + ∂y) − y∂x∂y + (x − y)∂
2
y − x
2 + xy −
1 belongs to this gauge equivalence class. This operator has two different
factorizations into three factors each. The factors have symbols py, px, px +
py and px, px + py, py, reading from the left to the right. Thus, the partial
differential equation corresponding to L0 is easy to solve provided we know
how to solve first-order partial differential equations in our setting.
On the other hand, there is an infinite chain of invertible Darboux trans-
formations with σ(M) = px starting at this operator. The n-th term, n ≥ 0,
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of this chain has invariants
In1 = 2x− y − 2n/(2x− y) ,
In2 = 1 + 2n/(2x− y)
2 ,
In3 = n+ 1 + n(n+ 1)/(2x− y)
2 ,
In4 = 0 ,
In5 = −2nx+ ny − 4n
2/(2x− y)3 ,
where n is an index.
1) Any partial differential equation having the corresponding values of five
invariants can be solved in quadratures using our method.
2) Starting from the second term in the chain none of the corresponding oper-
ators are factorizable, so we are getting equations of a new, more complicated
type.
3) For a specific equations, let us consider, for example, one of the simplest
that correspond to the values of invariants obtained on step two (corresponds
to n = 1 in the formulas above):
uxxy + uxyy +
(
x− y −
2
2x− y
)
uyy −
(
y +
2
2x− y
)
uxy
+ ux +
(
xy − x2 +
y
2x− y
)
uy − x−
2
2x− y
= 0 .
The latest version (18) of one of the leading Computer Algebra System
MAPLE cannot solve this equation.
6. Orbits structures examples
The structure of the orbit of the famous Laplace transformations is just
one chain, infinite or finite. Their analogues for operators of higher order –
Darboux transformations of type I appear to generate much more interesting
structures.
Below we show a number of examples. In the vertices of the graphs below
are the values of the five gauge invariants. Over the arrows we indicate the
principal symbol of the auxiliary operator M . If there is no arrow then there
is no corresponding Darnoux transformation. In other words, all invertible
Darboux transformations of order one are shown here.
I. Orbits of finite length:
(0, 0, 0, 0, eg(x)) (−gx, 0, 0, 0, e
g(x))(gx, 0, 0, gxx, e
g(x))
px + py
px px
px + py
py pypy
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(0, 0, 0, 0, x) (−1/x, 0, 0, 0, x)(1/x, 0, 0,−1/x2, x)
px
px
px + py
py pypy
(0, 0, 0, 0, xy) (−1/x, 0, 0, 0, xy)
(−1/x− 1/y, 0, 0, 0, xy)
(1/y, 0,−1/y2, 0, xy) (1/y − 1/x, 0,−1/y2, 0, xy)
(−1/y, 0, 0, 0, xy)
(1/x+ 1/y, 0,−1/y2,−1/x2, xy)
(1/x, 0, 0,−1/x2, xy)
(−1/y + 1/x, 0, 0,−1/x2, xy)
px
py
px + py
px
py
py
px
py
px + py
px
py
px
py
px
px + py
px + py
II. Infinite orbits:
(0, 0, 0, 0, ex+y) (−1, 0, 0, 0, ex+y) . . .(1, 0, 0, 0, ex+y). . .
px
py
px
py
px
py
px
py
px + pypx + pypx + py
(0, 0, x, 0, 1) (0, 0, x, 0, 2) (0, 0, x, 0, 3) . . .
px px px
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(0, 0, 0, 0, x+ y) (−d,−d2,−d2, 0, x+ y + d3)
(−2d, 0, 0, 0, x+ y + 2d3)
(
−d, 2d2, 0,−2d2, x+ y
)
(d, d2, 0,−3d2, x+ y + 4d3)
(d,−d2,−3d2, 0, x+ y + 3d3)(2d, 0,−2d2,−2d2, x+ y + 2d3)
(4d, 0,−6d2,−6d2, x+ y + 20d3)
(6d, 0,−12d2,−12d2, x+ y + 66d3)
. . .
px
pypy
px
px + pypx + py
px
px + py
py
px + py
px
py
px + py
px + py
px + py
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